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Abstract
We study families of algebraic varieties parametrized by topological spaces and generalize
some classical results such as Hilbert Nullstellensatz and primary decomposition of commutative
rings. We show that there is an equivalence between the category of bivariant coherent sheaves
and the category of sheaves of finitely generated modules.
1 Introduction
Algebraic varieties are defined by the zero sets of some polynomials over some fields. When the
field is C, with the natural analytic topology, algebraic varieties have the homotopy types of CW-
complexes. Topological considerations may unveil some very interesting properties of algebraic
varieties. For example, the homotopy groups of the groups of algebraic cycles of varieties which are
called the Lawson homology groups, are important invariants of varieties (see [5, 4]). Therefore we
are interested in studying varieties parametrized by topological spaces, especially by the sphere Sn.
Since the standard unit sphere Sn ⊂ Rn+1 is a real algebraic variety, we may consider polynomials
with coefficients of real rational functions on Sn. It is clear that the zero sets defined by such
polynomials may not vary continuous. But out of a set of measure zero, they do vary continuously,
namely, the Hilbert polynomial of each fibre is the same except over a set of measure zero. To
study such families, we develop a foundation theory in this paper. We generalize several classical
results such as Hilbert Nullstellensatz and the primary decomposition of commutative rings.
In the following, we give a brief overview of each section. In section 2, we define algebraic
varieties over topological spaces and their coordinate rings. In section 3, we study Groebner ideals
in polynomial rings with continuous coefficients, introduce measure topology, condensed spaces,
condensed ideals, almost Groebner ideals, prove a Hilbert Nullstellensatz and an almost primary
decomposition theorem. In section 4, we develop a theory of bivariant coherent sheaves over semi-
topological algebraic sets, and show that there is an equivalence of the category of almost sheaves
of K[X]-modules and the category of bivariant quasi-coherent sheaves on X.
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2 Affine algebraic sets
Definition 2.1. Given a ringed space (S,OS). For each open set U ⊆ S, we define
(OS [x1, ..., xn])(U) := OS(U)[x1, ..., xn]
where OS(U)[x1, ..., xn] is the ring of polynomials of n variables with coefficients in OS(U). In
other words, it is the collection of all polynomials of the form
f(x) =
∑
|J |≤k
aJx
J
for some k ≥ 0 where J ∈ Zn≥0, |J | = i1 + · · · + in if J = (i1, ..., in), and all aJ ∈ OS(U). The
degree of f is defined to be the maximal |J | if aJ is not identically zero. The restriction maps of
OS [x1, ..., xn] are induced by restricting coefficients.
Note that OS [x1, ..., xn] is in general not a sheaf. After we introduce the concept of a condensed
space and almost sheaf, we will see that OS [x1, ..., xn] is actually an almost sheaf.
In this paper, we denote by S for a topological space and C the sheaf of germs of continuous
complex-valued functions.
Definition 2.2. Given a topological space (S,C ). The affine n-space over S is the set AnS := S×Cn.
We denote by π : S × Cn → S the natural projection.
Definition 2.3. Given a topological space (S,C ). Let J ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) be an ideal of the global
sections.
Let
X := {(s, x)|fs(x) = 0, for all f ∈ J} ⊆ AnS
where fs is the restriction of f to the fibre π
−1(s) of s. X is called an affine algebraic set over S.
It induces a presheaf of sets on S defined by
X(U) := X ∩ π−1(U)
where U is an open subset of S.
For U an open set of S, we write
J |U := {f |U |f ∈ J}
By abuse of notation, we also write J for the ideal sub-presheaf of C [x1, ..., xn] induced by J
which is defined by
J(U) = ideal of C [x1, ..., xn](U) generated by J |U
The vanishing presheaf of X, denoted by I(X), is the presheaf defined by
I(X)(U) := {f ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U)|f(X(U)) = 0}
The radical presheaf of J is defined by
√
J(U) := {f ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U)|fn ∈ J(U) for some n ∈ N}
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The fibrewise radical presheaf of J is defined by
FRad(J)(U) := {f ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U)|fs ∈
√
J(U)|s, s ∈ U}
where J(U)|s = {gs|g ∈ J(U)}.
We write
V (J)(U) := {(s, x)|fs(x) = 0, f ∈ J(U)}
and
Xs := X ∩ π−1(s)
for s ∈ S.
Definition 2.4. Let (S,C ) be a topological space and X ⊆ AnS be an affine algebraic set over S.
For an open set U ⊆ S, the presheaf which assigns an open set U the ring
K[X](U) := C [x1, ..., xn](U)/I(X)(U)
is called the coordinate presheaf of X.
The following example shows that we can not expect an analog of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz to
hold for arbitrary ideals.
Example 2.5. Let S = [−1, 1] be the closed interval from −1 to 1. Let I =< e− 1s >⊆ C [x](S),
X = V (I) = 0 × C, fs(x) = s. Then f ∈ C [x](S) and f(X) = 0. Since lims→0 | sn
e−
1
s
| = ∞ for any
n ∈ N, therefore fn /∈ I for any n ∈ N. This shows that f ∈ FRad(I) but f /∈ Rad(I).
Proposition 2.6. Given a topological space (S,C ) and I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn] be an ideal. Then IV (I) =
FRad(I).
Proof. If f ∈ IV (I)(U), then f(V (I(U))) = 0. Therefore fs(V (I(U))|s) = 0 for all s ∈ U . By
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, we have fs ∈
√
I(U)|s for s ∈ S. Hence f ∈ FRad(I)(U). Another
direction is trivial.
Definition 2.7. Let S be a compact topological space. If a ∈ C (U) for U ⊆ S, we write |a(s)| for
the Euclidean norm of the complex number a(s). For f, g ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S), we define a norm by
||f − g|| := sup
s∈S
{|aα(s)− bα(s)| |α ∈ A}
where f =
∑
α∈A aα(s)x
α, g =
∑
α∈A bα(s)x
α, and A is a finite subset of Zn≥0.
Proposition 2.8. Let S be a compact topological space. Let I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) be an ideal. If I
is a fibrewise radical ideal, i.e., FRad(I) = I, then I is closed in the norm defined above.
Proof. Suppose that fi approaches f where fi ∈ I and f ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S). The convergence of fi
in the norm to f implies that fi converges to f pointwise. Since fi(V (I)) = 0 for each i, we have
f(V (I)) = 0. Hence f ∈ IV (I) = FRad(I) = I.
In order to prove a version of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz to relate IV (J) and
√
J , we need to have
a bound e such that if fs0 ∈
√
I|s0 , then f es ∈ I|s for s in a neighborhood of s0. For the convenience
of the reader, we recall a result of Brownawell (see corollary of Theorem 1 of [2]).
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Theorem 2.9. (Brownawell) If Q,P1, ..., Pm ∈ C[x1, ..., xn] have degrees ≤ D and if Q vanishes
on all the common zeros of P1, ..., Pm in Cn, then there are e ∈ N and polynomials B1, ..., Bm ∈
C[x1, ..., xn] with
e ≤ e′ := (µ+ 1)(n + 2)(D + 1)µ+1
degBiPi ≤ eD + e′
where µ = min{m,n} such that
Qe = B1P1 + · · ·+BmPm.
With the help of topology, we can say more about the Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz for a principal
ideal.
Proposition 2.10. Let S be a compact topological space. Let g ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S) be such that gs
is not is not a zero polynomial for s ∈ S. Then FRad(< g >) = √< g > as presheaves.
Proof. If h ∈ FRad(< g >)(U), then by Theorem 2.9, there is N such that hNs ∈< gs > for all
s ∈ U . Hence we can find cs ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U) such that hNs = csgs. We need to show that c is
continuous in s. Fix s0 ∈ S. Then hNs − hNs0 = (cs − cs0)gs + cs0(gs − gs0). Since the degrees of
{cs|s ∈ U} are bounded, the limit lims→s0 cs taking under the norm defined above exists. So we have
lims→s0(cs−cs0)gs0 = 0. Since gs0 is not the zero polynomial which implies that lims→s0(cs−cs0) = 0
and we have lims→s0 cs = cs0 . The continuity of c implies that h ∈
√
< g >(U).
3 Groebner ideals
In order to generalize Hilbert Nullstellensatz, we work on nice topological spaces and ideals with
nice properties. We develop the theory of Groebner ideals of the ring of continuous functions over
condensed spaces. The results of this chapter play fundamental role in our theory. The main
reference for Groebner ideals is [3].
Definition 3.1. Fix a monomial ordering (see [3, Definition 2.2.1]) of C[x1, ..., xn]. Let S be a
topological space. For h ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S), write
hs(x) = a1(s)x
α1 + a2(s)x
α2 + · · ·+ ak(s)xαk
where xα1 > xα2 > · · · > xαk according to the monomial ordering where αi = (a1, ..., an) is a
multi-index. As in [3], we denote by LT (h) = a1(s)x
α1 the leading term of h, LC(h) = a1(s) the
leading coefficient of h, LM(h) = xα1 the leading monomial of h and multideg(h) = α1 the multi
degree of h. For f ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S), we say that the leading term LT (f) of f is nonvanishing on
S if LC(f) is nonvanishing on S.
Definition 3.2. Let S be a topological space. Let f, g ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S) be two nonzero polynomials.
Let α = (α1, ..., αn) = multideg(f), β = (β1, ..., βn) = multideg(g) and γi = max{αi, βi}, γ =
(γ1, ..., γn). If LT (f), LT (g) are nonvanishing on S, the S-polynomial S(f, g) of f and g is
S(f, g) =
xγ
LT (f)
f − x
γ
LT (g)
g
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Definition 3.3. Let S be a topological space. Let G = (f1, ..., fr) where each fi ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S)
and LT (fi) is nonvanishing on S. For any f ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S), we write fF for the remainder on
division of f by the ordered r-tuple F (see [3, Definition 2.6.3]).
Definition 3.4. Let S be a topological space. Let f1, ..., fk ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S) where all LT (fi)′s are
nonvanishing on S. The set {f1, ..., fk} is a Buchbergerable set if the following recursive procedure
return ‘TRUE’.
REPEAT
G′ := G
FOR each pair {p, q}, p 6= q in G′ DO
g := S(p, q)
G′
IF g 6= 0 AND LT (g) nonvanishing THEN G := G ∪ {g}
IF g 6= 0 AND LT (g) vanishing THEN RETURN FALSE AND STOP
UNTIL G = G′ RETURN TRUE AND STOP
Definition 3.5. We say that a finite generating set {g1, ..., gk} of an ideal I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) is
a Groebner basis of I if
1. the ideal generated by the leading terms < LT (g1), ..., LT (gk) > of the generating set is same
as the ideal generated by the leading terms < LT (I) > of the elements of the ideals I over S;
2. the leading terms of g′is are nonvanishing on S.
An ideal with a Groebner basis is called a Groebner ideal.
Throughout this paper, we fix a monomial ordering of C[x1, ..., xn].
Lemma 3.6. Let (S,C ) be a topological space. Let h ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S) and I =< g1, ...., gk > be
an ideal of C [x1, ..., xn](S) generated by G = {g1, ..., gk} such that the leading terms of all g′is are
nonvanishing over S.
1. (Continuous division algorithm) We have h =
∑k
i=1 aigi+ r where all ai, r ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S),
and either r = 0 or r is a linear combination, with coefficients in C (S), of monomials, none
of which is divisible by any of LT (g1), ..., LT (gk). (see [3, Theorem 2.3.3]).
2. (Buchberger’s criterion) The generating set G is a Groebner basis of I if and only if the
remainder on division of S(gi, gj) by G is zero for any i 6= j.
3. (Continuous Buchberger’s algorithm) If G is Buchbergerable, a Groebner basis for I can be
constructed from the set G = {g1, ..., gk} by Buchberger’s algorithm (see [3, Theorem 2.7.2]).
4. Let {h1, ..., hl} be a Groebner basis of I. Then h =
∑l
i=1 aihi+r where all ai, r ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S)
and h ∈ I if and only if r = 0.
Proof. (1) Since the leading terms of all g′is are nonvanishing, they can be inverted, hence we can
do the division algorithm as usual. (2) The proof is similar to the proof of [3, Theorem 2.6.6].
(3) The definition of a Buchberger set is to make the proof of Buchberger algorithm works. (4)
The reason that h has such expression follows from division algorithm and the rest follows from
properties of a Groebner basis.
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Example 3.7. Let S = [0, 1], f(x, y) = x2 + sy2, g(x, y) = x+ y. We use the lexicographic order
such that xayb > xcyd if a > c or a = c and b > d. Let G = {f, g}. Then
S(f, g) = −xy + sy2, h(x, y) = S(f, g)G = (s + 1)y2
and the procedure ends. So {f, g, h} is a Groebner basis for the ideal generated by f, g.
Corollary 3.8. Let S be a topological space. If {g1, ..., gk} is a Groebner basis of an ideal I ⊆
C [x1, ..., xn](S), then < LT (g1)s, ..., LT (gk)s >=< LT (I|s) > which means that {g1,s, ..., gk,s} is a
Groebner basis for I|s for each s ∈ S.
Proof. By (2) of the Lemma above, for any i 6= j, we have S(gi, gj) =
∑k
l=1 hlgl for some
hl ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S). Then for s ∈ S, S(gi,s, gj,s) = S(gi, gj)|s =
∑k
l=1 hl,sgl,s. Since I|s =<
g1,s, ..., gk,s >, by [3, Theorem 2.6.6], {g1,s, ..., gk,s} is a Groebner basis of I|s.
Proposition 3.9. Suppose that S is a path-connected topological space and I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) is a
Groebner ideal. Then the Hilbert polynomial HPI|s is same for s ∈ S. In particular, dim V (I|s) =
dim V (I|s′) for any s, s′ ∈ S.
Proof. Let f1, ..., fk be a Groebner basis for I. Let γ : [0, 1] → S be a path such that γ(0) = s,
γ(1) = s′. Then LC(fi,γ(t)) is nonvanishing for any t ∈ [0, 1]. Thus LM(fi,s) = LM(fi,s′) and
therefore LT (fi,s′) =
LC(fi,s′ )
LC(fi,s)
LT (fi,s) where
LC(fi,s′ )
LC(fi,s)
∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S). So < LT (I|s) >=<
LT (f1,s), ..., LT (fk,s) >=< LT (f1,s′), ..., LT (fk,s′) >=< LT (I|s′) >. The result follows from [3,
Proposition 9.3.4] which proves that the monomial ideal < LT (I|s) > has the same Hilbert poly-
nomial as I|s.
3.1 Almost Groebner ideals
For properties about real algebraic sets, we refer the reader to [1].
Definition 3.10. (Condensed spaces) Let S ⊆ Rm be a topological subspace. A polynomial function
on S is a continuous function f : S → C such that f(x1, ..., xm) =
∑n
i=0,|α|=i cαx
α for some n ∈ N,
cα ∈ C. Let P(S) be the ring of all polynomials on S. A real algebraic subset of S is the zero loci
of finitely many polynomials on S. The space S is said to be condensed if for any real algebraic
subset V ⊂ S, V 6= S, V is nowhere dense under the Euclidean topology of S. Let
R(S) = {f
g
|f, g ∈ P(S), 0 /∈ g(S)}
An element of R(S) is called a rational function on S and an element of R(S)[x1, ..., xn] is called
a condensed element of S.
Remark 3.11. The topology of real algebraic sets are much more complicated than complex alge-
braic sets. Easy to see that all spheres Sn, connected intervals on the real line, unit disks are all
condensed. See [1, Example 3.1.2] for real algebraic varieties that are not condensed.
Definition 3.12. (Measure topology) Suppose that S is a condensed space. A closed set of S in
the measure topology is defined to be a set of the form
∩∞i=1 ∪∞j=1 Vij
where Vij are some real algebraic subsets of S.
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It is easy to check that the finite union and countably intersection of sets of this form are again
a set of this form.
Definition 3.13. Let S be a condensed space. Let Σ be the collection of all closed sets of S under
the measure topology except the whole S, then (S,Σ) is a sigma space. We will always consider a
condensed space under measure topology, and as a sigma space in this way.
Proposition 3.14. If S is a condensed space, then any open set U ⊆ S is condensed.
Proof. Let V ⊆ U be a real algebraic subset of U which is the zero loci of some polynomials f1, ..., fk
on U . We may consider f1, ..., fk as polynomials on S and let V˜ be the zero loci of them in S. If
V is not nowhere dense in U , then there exists an open set W ⊆ U such that W ∩ V is dense in
W . Since W is also an open subset of S, and W ∩ V˜ ⊃ W ∩ V is dense in W , S is not condensed
which is a contradiction.
Definition 3.15. (Condensed ideals) Suppose that S ⊆ RN is a condensed space. An ideal I ⊆
C [x1, ..., xn](S) is said to be condensed if I is generated by some elements of R[x1, ..., xn](S). The
presheaf induced by a condensed ideal is called a condensed presheaf.
Corollary 3.16. (Finite generation of condensed ideals) If I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) is a condensed
ideal where S is a condensed space, then I is finitely generated.
Proof. Let Σ be the collection of all condensed elements of I. Then Σ is an ideal of P(S)[x1, ..., xn].
Since P(S) is Noetherian, P(S)[x1, ..., xn] is Noetherian, hence Σ is finitely generated. Therefore
I is finitely generated.
Definition 3.17. (Condensed basis) Let I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) be a condensed ideal where S is a
condensed space. If I is generated by some condensed elements f1, f2, ..., fm, then {f1, f2, ..., fm} is
called a condensed basis of I.
Definition 3.18. (Sigma spaces) Let S be a topological space and Σ be a collection of closed subsets
of S. If any countably union of elements in Σ is again in Σ, then the pair (S,Σ) is called a sigma
space and elements of Σ are called sets of measure zero.
Definition 3.19. (Almost sheaves) Let S be a sigma space and F be a presheaf on S. An element
σ ∈ F (U) is said to be almost zero, denoted by a =a 0, if there is a set A ⊆ S of measure zero such
that σ|U−A = 0. Two elements σ1 ∈ F (U), σ2 ∈ F (V ) are almost equal, denoted by σ1 =a σ2, if
there is a set A of measure zero such that σ1|U−A = σ2|V−A. For α ∈ F (V ), we write α ∈a F (U)
if there is a set A of measure zero such that α|V−A ∈ F (U −A).
We say that F is an almost sheaf if it satisfies the following two properties:
1. (Almost Uniqueness) For σ ∈ F (U), if there is an open covering U = ∪iUi such that the
restriction σ|Ui =a 0 for any i, then σ =a 0;
2. (Almost extension property) for any open set U of S and for any open covering {Ui} of U ,
if σi ∈ F (Ui) and σi|Ui∩Uj =a σj|Uj∩Ui for any i, j, then there is σ ∈a F (U) such that
σ|Ui =a σi for any i.
Definition 3.20. Let S be a condensed space with the measure topology and I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S)
be a finitely generated ideal.
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1. We say that I is almost Groebner if there exist a subset A ⊆ S of measure zero such that
I(S − A) is a Groebner ideal of C [x1, ..., xn](S − A). The presheaf induced by I is called an
almost Groebner presheaf.
2. We say that I is almost Buchbergerable if there exist a subset A ⊆ S of measure zero such
that there exist a generator set {f1, ..., fk} of I(S − A) which is a Buchbergerable set. The
presheaf induced by I is called an almost Buchbergerable presheaf.
Immediately from the definition and by Buchberger’s algorithm, we have the following obser-
vation.
Proposition 3.21. If an ideal is almost Buchbergerable, then it is almost Groebner.
Proposition 3.22. If I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) is a Groebner ideal with Groebner basis G = {f1, ..., fk},
then G|S−A = {f1|S−A, ..., fk|S−A} is a Groebner basis of the ideal I(S −A) ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S −A)
for any A ⊆ S of measure zero.
Proof. Let U = S − A. By definition, LC(fi) is nonvanishing on S, hence LT (fi)|U = LT (fi|U ).
So for the S-polynomial, S(fi, fj)|U = S(fi|U , fj |U ). By Buchberger’s criterion, the remainder of
S-polynomial S(fi, fj) on division by G is zero, hence the remainder of S-polynomial S(fi|U , fj|U )
on division by G|U is zero. Hence by Buchbergerable’s criterion, G|U is a Groebner basis for the
ideal I(U) in C [x1, ..., xn](U).
The following simple example shows that we can not make any extension even for a very perfect
function defined in a dense open set.
Example 3.23. Let I =< x+ s, x− s >⊆ C [x](R). Then obviously I(R − {0}) = C [x](R − {0}),
and V (I(R)) = {(0, 0)}. So 1 ∈ I(R − {0}) but 1 /∈ I(R).
Proposition 3.24. 1. A Groebner ideal presheaf is a Groebner ideal sheaf.
2. An almost Groebner presheaf is an almost Groebner sheaf.
3. In particular, an almost Buchbergerable presheaf is an almost Buchbergerable sheaf.
Proof. 1. Suppose that I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn] is a Groebner presheaf induced by a Groebner ideal
I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S). Note that under the measure topology of S, C [x1, ..., xn] is a again a
sheaf on S. Let U be an open set of S and U = ∪iUi be a covering of U . Suppose that
fi ∈ I(Ui) such that fi|Ui∩Uj = fj|Uj∩Ui for any i, j. Then there is f ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U) such
that f |Ui = fi. Let g1, ..., gk be a Groebner basis of I(U). Then f =
∑k
i=1 aigi + r for
some ai, r ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U) where LT (r) is not divisible by any of LT (gi). Then f |Ui =∑k
i=1 aigi|Ui + r|Ui ∈ I(Ui). This implies that r|Ui = 0 for all i. Thus r = 0 and hence
f ∈ I(S). This proves the extension property of I. The uniqueness of I comes directly from
the uniqueness of C [x1, ..., xn].
2. Let A ⊆ S be a set of measure zero such that I(S−A) is a Groebner ideal of C [x1, ..., xn](S−
A). Then by the result above, I|S−A is a Groebner sheaf and hence I is an almost Groebner
sheaf.
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Proposition 3.25. Let S be a condensed space. Suppose that I =< f1, ..., fk >⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S)
is a condensed ideal where f1, ..., fk ∈ P(S). Then G = {f1, ..., fk} is Buchbergerable on S − A
where A ( S is a real algebraic subset. In particular, I is almost Buchbergerable, and I induces a
Buchbergerable almost sheaf.
Proof. Let G = {f1, ..., fk}. The Buchberger’s algorithm does not work if the leading terms vanish
somewhere. So the idea of the proof is to delete the subset of S that leading terms of the S-
polynomials vanish and this set is a real algebraic subset of S. Let f12 = S(f1, f2)
G
and C12 = the
zero locus of the leading coefficient of f12. On S−C12, let G12 = G∪{f12}, and f13 = S(f1, f3)G12 .
Let C13 be the zero locus of the leading coefficient of f13. On S − (C12 ∪ C13), we repeat the
process before. Keep doing this, we get a set G′ = {f1, ..., fk, fij , i, j = 1, ..., k, i 6= j} and all the
leading coefficients are nonvanishing on S − ∪i 6=jCij . Now repeat the process for G = G′. This
process terminates after a finite number of times. Since Cij are all real algebraic subsets of S, we
are done.
Definition 3.26. Suppose that I, J ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) are two ideals. We say that I is almost
contained in J , denoted by I ⊆a J , if there is a measure zero subset A ⊆ S such that I(S − A) ⊆
J(S − A). We say that I is almost equal to J , denote by I =a J , if I ⊆a J and J ⊆a I. For
f ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S), we write f ∈a I and say that f is almost in I if there is a set A of measure
zero such that f |S−A ∈ I(S −A).
Definition 3.27. Let
∑
be a collection of some ideals of C [x1, ..., xn](S) where S is a condensed
space. If for any chain
J1 ⊆a J2 ⊆a J3 ⊆a · · ·
in
∑
, there is an N such that JN+k =a JN for all k ∈ N, then we say that
∑
has the almost
ascending chain property.
Proposition 3.28. Let S be a condensed space. Let R = C [x1, ..., xn](S), and AG(R) be the
collection of all almost Groebner ideals of R. Then AG(R) has the almost ascending chain property.
Proof. Let
J1 ⊆a J2 ⊆a J3 ⊆a · · ·
be an ascending chain in AG(R) and J = ∪iJi. Suppose that Ai ⊂ S is a subset of measure zero
such that Ji(S − Ai) is a Groebner ideal of C [x1, ..., xn](S − Ai). Let B = ∪∞i=1Ai. Then B has
measure zero, and we have J(S −B) = ∪∞i=1Ji(S −B).
Let M = {LT (f)|f ∈ J(S −B), LC(f) = 1}. Since each Ji(S −B) is Groebner,
LT (J(S −B)) =< M >⊆ C[x1, ..., xn](S −B)
Consider the monomial ideal generated byM in C[x1, ..., xn]. By Dickson’s Lemma [3, Theorem
2.4.5], it is finitely generated, hence LT (J(S − B)) is finitely generated. Let LT (J(S − B)) =<
a1, ..., at > and g1, ..., gt ∈ J(S − B) such that LT (gi) = ai. For h ∈ J(S − B), by the division
algorithm, we may write
h =
t∑
i=1
bigi + r
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where r = 0 or each term of r is not divisible by any LT (gi) = ai. If r 6= 0, this implies that
LT (r) /∈ LT (J(S−B)). This contradicts to the fact that r ∈ J(S−B). Therefore r = 0 and hence
J(S − B) is generated by g1, ...., gt. Suppose that gi ∈ Jni and take N = max{n1, ..., nt}. Then
J =a JN .
Corollary 3.29. Let S be a condensed space and C(R) be the collection of all condensed ideals
of R = C [x1, ..., xn](S), AB(R) be the collection of all almost Buchbergerable ideals of R. Then
C(R), AB(R) have the almost ascending chain property.
Proof. This follows from the result above and the fact that C(R) and AB(R) are subsets of AG(R).
Proposition 3.30. Suppose that I, J ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) are condensed ideals. Then I ⊆a J if and
only if f ∈a J for any f ∈ I.
Proof. Suppose that I is generated by f1, ..., fk. Then there is a set Ai ⊆ S of measure zero such
that fi|S−Ai ∈ J(S−Ai). Let A = ∪ki=1Ai. Then fi|S−A ∈ J(S−A) for all i = 1, ..., k. This implies
that I(S −A) ⊆ J(S −A).
Theorem 3.31. If J is almost Groebner, then
√
J =a FRad(J).
Proof. It is clear that
√
J ⊆ FRad(J). Let f ∈ FRad(J)(U). Suppose that J is generated by
f1, ..., fk ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S). Let N = max{deg fi|i = 1, ..., k} be the maximal degree of all fi. Since
fs ∈
√
J(S)|s, by theorem 2.9, there is a bound e depends only on n, k,N such that f es ∈ J(S)|s for
any s ∈ S. Since J is almost Groebner, there exists real algebraic subset A ⊂ S such that J(S−A) is
Groebner. Let g1, ..., gl be a Groebner basis of J(S−A). Using the division algorithm we may write
f e|U−A =
∑l
i=1 aigi + r where all ai, r ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U − A). For s ∈ U − A, since {g1,s, ..., gk,s}
is a Groebner basis for J(U − A)|s, and f es =
∑k
i=1 ai,sgi,s + rs ∈ J(U − A)|s, hence rs = 0 for
s ∈ U −A which implies that f e|U−A =
∑l
i=1 aigi ∈ J(U −A). So f |U−A ∈
√
J(U −A).
Combine this theorem and Proposition 2.6, we generalize the classical Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz
to an equality between radical ideals and vanishing ideals.
Corollary 3.32. If J is an almost Groebner ideal, we have
√
J =a IV (J).
Corollary 3.33. (Almost Hilbert Nullstellensatz) If I is a condensed ideal, then
√
I =a IV (I) =a
FRad(I).
Proof. Since I is a condensed ideal, I is almost Buchberger and hence almost Groebner.
Proposition 3.34. Let S be a condensed space.
1. For a condensed ideal J ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S), if gs ∈a J(S)|s for s ∈ S −A where A is a set of
measure zero, then g ∈a J .
2. If J is a radical condensed ideal, i.e, J =
√
J , then J |s = I(Xs) for all s ∈ S where X = V (J).
3. In particular, I(X)|s = I(Xs) for all s ∈ S where X is the zero set of some condensed ideal of
C [x1, ..., xn](S).
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Proof. 1. Let f1|S−A, ..., fk|S−A be a Groebner basis for J(S − A) where A is a set of measure
zero. Write g|S−A =
∑k
i=1 aifi|S−A + r where ai, r ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S − A). Since gs =∑k
i=1 ai,sfi,s + rs ∈ J(S − A)|s for s ∈ S − A, this implies that r = 0 in S − A. Therefore
g ∈a J .
2. Since Xs = V (J |s), so I(Xs) =
√
J |s =
√
J |s = J |s.
3. By Hilbert Nullstellensatz, I(X) is a radical ideal and then the conclusion follows from the
result above.
3.2 Primary decomposition
In this section, R = C [x1, ..., xn](S) where S is a condensed space. We write C(R) for the collection
of all condensed ideals of R.
Definition 3.35. (Elimination ideals) Let J ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) be an ideal where S is a topological
space. The l-th elimination ideal Jl is the ideal defined by
Jl := J ∩ C [xl+1, ..., xn](S)
The proof of the following result is exactly same as the classical case (see [3, Theorem 3.1.2]).
Proposition 3.36. (The elimination theorem) Let J ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) be a Groebner ideal and G
be a Groebner basis for J with respect to lex order where x1 > x2 > · · · > xn. Then for any ℓ where
0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n, the set
Gℓ := G ∩ C [xℓ, ..., xn](S)
is a Groebner basis of the ℓ-th elimination ideal Jℓ.
For the following proof, see [3, Theorem 4.3.11].
Proposition 3.37. Let I, J be ideals in C [x1, ..., xn](S). Then
I ∩ J = (tI + (1− t)J) ∩ C [x1, ..., xn](S)
Corollary 3.38. If I, J are two condensed ideals in C [x1, ..., xn](S), then I ∩ J is an almost
condensed ideal.
Proof. Let {f1, ..., fk}, {g1, ..., gl} be condensed bases for I and J respectively which restricted to
S − A are Groebner bases of I(S − A) and J(S − A) respectively for some real algebraic subset
A ⊆ S. Consider the condensed ideal
L =< tf1, ..., tfk, (1− t)g1, ..., (1 − t)gl >
in C [x1, ..., xn, t](S). By the continuous Buchberger’s algorithm Lemma 3.6, compute a Groebner
basis G for L(S−A) with respect to lex order in which t is greater than all xi. By Proposition above,
the elements of G which do not contain the variable t will form a basis of I(S − A) ∩ J(S − A) =
(I ∩ J)(S −A).
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Definition 3.39. (Almost irreducible semi-topological algebraic sets) For J ∈ C(R) a condensed
ideal, V (J) is called a semi-topological algebraic set. If V (J) 6=a V (J1)∪V (J2) for any J1, J2 ∈ C(R)
with V (J1), V (J2) 6=a V (J), then we say V (J) is almost irreducible. Otherwise, V (J) is said to be
almost reducible.
The following result is a simple consequence of the almost ascending chain property.
Proposition 3.40. If J ∈ C(R), then V (J) can be written as a finite union of almost irreducible
affine semi-topological algebraic sets.
Definition 3.41. (Almost prime ideals) Let J ∈ C(R). The ideal J is said to be almost prime if
for condensed f, g ∈ R[x1, ..., xn](S), fg ∈a J , then either f ∈a J or g ∈a J .
If we take S to be a point, then R = R(S)[x1, ..., xn] = C[x1, ..., xn] and the above definition
reduces to the usual definition of prime ideals.
Proposition 3.42. Let J ∈ C(R) and V = V (J).
1. If J is an almost radical ideal, i.e., J =a
√
J , then J is almost prime if and only if V is
almost irreducible.
2. For J ∈ C(R), write V (J) =a V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk where Vi are almost irreducible components of
V (J). Then
√
J =a P1 ∩ · · · ∩ Pk where Pi = I(Vi) for i = 1, ..., k.
Proof. 1. Suppose that J is almost prime. If V is almost reducible, let V =a V (J1) ∪ V (J2)
where J1, J2 ∈ C(R) and V (J1) (a V, V (J2) (a V . Then there exists f ∈a J1, g ∈a J2, f, g
condensed, which are not in J(S −A) for any measure zero set A. Because of (fg)(V ) =a 0,
fg ∈a IV (J) =a
√
J =a J . So f ∈a J or g ∈a J which is a contradiction. Hence V is almost
irreducible.
Now assume that V is irreducible. Let f, g ∈ R[x1, ..., xn](S) such that fg ∈a J . Since
V =a V ∩ V (fg) =a V ∩ V (f) ∪ V ∩ V (g), by Corollary 3.38 and the irreducibility of V , we
must have V ∩ V (f) =a V or V ∩ V (g) =a V . By Hilbert Nullstellensatz, this implies that f
or g are almost in
√
J = J . Hence J is almost prime.
2. Let J ′ =a P1 ∩ · · · ∩ Pk. Then for f ∈a J ′, f(Vi) =a 0 for all i which implies that f ∈a
√
J .
If g ∈a
√
J , then g(Vi) =a 0 for all i and hence g ∈a I(Vi) = Pi for all i which implies that
g ∈a J ′. Therefore J ′ =a
√
J .
The following result is of fundamentally important in our theory.
Theorem 3.43. If J ⊆ C [x0, ...., xn](S) is a condensed ideal, then
√
J is almost condensed in
C [x0, ..., xn](S).
Proof. Let V (J) =a V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk be a decomposition into almost irreducible components. By
Proposition 3.42,
√
J =a P1 ∩ · · · ∩ Pk where Vi = V (Pi) and Pi is an almost prime. Hence by
Corollary 3.38, we know that
√
J is almost condensed in C [x0, ..., xn](S).
Corollary 3.44. If J ⊆ C [x1, ...., xn](S) is an almost Groebner ideal, then
√
J is almost Groebner.
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Proof. Since J is almost Groebner, it is almost condensed, hence
√
J is almost condensed and hence
almost Groebner.
Definition 3.45. Let I, J ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) be two condensed ideals where S is a condensed space.
The ideal quotient of I by J is defined by
I : J = {f ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S)|fg ∈ I,∀g ∈ J}
We refer the reader to [3, Theorem 4.4.11] for the proof of the following result.
Proposition 3.46. Let J ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](S) be an ideal where S is a condensed space. If {f1, ..., fk}
is a condensed basis of the ideal J∩ < g > where f1, ..., fk, g ∈ R(S)[x0, ..., xn], then {f1/g, ..., fk/g}
is a condensed basis of I :< g >.
Proposition 3.47. Let I, J ⊆ C [x0, ..., xn](S) be condensed ideals. Then I : J is also an almost
condensed ideal.
Proof. Let J =< g1, ..., gl > where g1, ..., gl ∈ R(S)[x1, ..., xn]. By Proposition 3.38, I∩ < gi >
is almost condensed for all i, then by Proposition 3.46, I :< gi > is almost condensed. Since
I :< g1, g2 >= (I :< g1 >) ∩ (I :< g2 >) which is almost condensed, by induction, I : J is almost
condensed.
Definition 3.48. (Almost primary ideals) Let J ⊆ C [x0, ..., xn](S) be a condensed ideal where S
is a condensed space. Suppose that for any f, g ∈ R(S)[x0, ..., xn], fg ∈a J , we have f ∈a J or
gk ∈a J for some k ∈ N. Then we say that J is an almost primary ideal.
One of the cornerstone in commutative ring theory is that every ideal in a commutative Noethe-
rian ring has a primary decomposition. We show that every condensed ideal has an almost primary
decomposition.
Theorem 3.49. (Almost primary decomposition) Every condensed ideal J ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) can
be written as a finite intersection of almost primary ideals where S is a condensed space.
Proof. We say that a Groebner ideal J is almost irreducible if J =a J1 ∩ J2 for some condensed
ideals J1, J2, then either J =a J1 or J =a J2. By using the almost ascending chain property of
C(R), it is not difficult to show that every condensed ideal is an intersection of finitely many almost
irreducible condensed ideals. The second step is to show that an almost irreducible condensed ideal
is almost primary. Suppose that J is an almost irreducible condensed ideal, f, g ∈ R(S)[x1, ..., xn]
and fg ∈a J . We assume that f /∈a J . There is an ascending chain:
J : g ⊆a J : g2 ⊆a · · ·
By the almost ascending chain property of C(R), there is N ∈ N such that J : gN =a J : gN+1.
For a + h1g
N = b + h2f where a, b ∈a J, h1, h2 ∈a R, we have ga + h1gN+1 = bg + h2fg ∈a J .
Hence h1g
N+1 ∈a J which implies that h1 ∈a J : gN+1 = J : gN , so we have h1gN ∈a J . This
tells us that (J+ < gN >) ∩ (J+ < f >) =a J . Since J is almost irreducible and f /∈a J , we have
J =a J+ < g
N >. Hence gN ∈a J .
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4 Semi-topological Zariski topology
In this section, we consider a condensed space S with its measure topology, i.e., closed subsets of S
are countably intersection of countably union of real algebraic subsets of S. Such sets are said to
have measure zero. We remind the reader that C (S) is the ring of all complex-valued continuous
functions from S to C under the Euclidean topology of S.
Definition 4.1. Let F be a presheaf on a sigma space S. If there is a set A ⊆ S of measure zero
such that F |S−A is a sheaf, then F is called a strong almost sheaf.
Remark 4.2. It is clear that on a condensed space, a strong almost sheaf is an almost sheaf.
Proposition 4.3. If X ⊆ AnS is an affine semi-topological algebraic set over S, then K[X] is a
strong almost sheaf on S.
Proof. Since I(X) is an almost Groebner sheaf, there is a set A ⊆ S of measure zero such that
I(X)|S−A is a Groebner ideal sheaf. Let g1, ..., gk be a Groebner basis of I(X)(S−A). To prove the
extension, let U be an open set, U − A = ∪iUi and σi ∈ K[X](Ui) for each i such that σi|Ui∩Uj =
σj|Uj∩Ui . Let σi = fi + I(X)(Ui). Write fi =
∑
j a
i
jgj |Ui + ri where aij , ri ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](Ui) and
each term of ri is not divisible by any of LT (gi|Ui). Since fi|Ui∩Uj − fj|Uj∩Ui ∈ I(X)(Ui ∩ Uj),
we have ri|Ui∩Uj = rj |Uj∩Ui . Hence there is r ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U − A) such that r|Ui = ri, and
(r+I(X)(U−A))|Ui = σi for each i. To prove the uniqueness, let σ ∈ K[X](U) and suppose there is
an open covering U = ∪iUi such that σ|Ui = 0 for all i. Let σ|Ui = fi+I(X)(Ui). Then fi ∈ I(X)(Ui)
and fi|Ui∩Uj = fj|Uj∩Ui for any i, j. Since I(X) is an almost sheaf, there is f ∈ I(X)(U − A) such
that f |Ui−A = fi|Ui−A for all i. Thus σ|U−A = f |U−A + I(X)(U −A) = I(X)(U −A).
Definition 4.4. (Associated sheaves) Suppose that S is a sigma space and F is an almost sheaf
on S. For α ∈a F (U), write
[α] = {β|β ∈a F (V ) for some V and β =a α}
Define
A F (U) := {[α]|α ∈a F (U)}
Proposition 4.5. Suppose that F is an almost sheaf of rings on a sigma space S. For [α], [β] ∈
A F (U), α ∈ F (W ), β ∈ F (V ), define
[α] + [β] := [α|W∩V + β|W∩V ]
[α][β] := [α|W∩V β|W∩V ]
And define restriction maps [α]|U ′ := [α|U ′∩W ] where U ′ ⊆ U . Then A F is a sheaf of rings on S.
The sheaf A F is called the sheaf associated to F .
Definition 4.6. Suppose that F ,G are two almost sheaves on a sigma space S. Let ϕ : F → G
be a morphism, i.e., a morphism of presheaves.
1. We say that ϕ is almost injective if σ ∈ F (U) and ϕU (σ) =a 0, then σ =a 0.
2. We say that ϕ is almost surjective if for any β ∈ G (U), there is an open covering U = ∪iUi
and αi ∈ F (Ui) such that ϕUi(αi) =a β|Ui.
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If ϕ is almost injective and almost surjective, then we say that ϕ is an almost isomorphism and
say that F ,G are almost isomorphic, denoted by F ∼=a G . If ϕ : F → G is a morphism between
almost sheaves, then it induces a morphism A ϕ : A F → A G between the associated sheaves
defined by
(A ϕ)U [α] := [ϕU (α)]
It is not difficult to see that ϕ is almost injective, surjective, isomorphic if and only if A ϕ is
injective, surjective, isomorphic respectively. We note that if ϕ is almost isomorphic, in the level
of almost sheaves, there may no exist an inverse of ϕ. But the inverse of A ϕ exists.
Remark 4.7. From the definition, we see that A F (U) = A F (U−A) where A is a set of measure
zero.
Definition 4.8. Let S be a condensed space. If I ⊆ C [x1, ..., xn](S) is a condensed ideal, the
set V (I) ⊆ AnS is called an affine semi-topological algebraic set. The almost sheaf K[X] :=
C [x1, ..., xn]/I(X) on S is called the coordinate almost sheaf of X. Call AK[X] the coordinate
sheaf of X. An element σ of K[X](U) is said to be condensed if there is a condensed element
g ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U) such that σ = g + I(X)(U). And an element [σ] ∈ AK[X](U) is said to be
condensed if it can be represented by some condensed element in K[X](U).
Definition 4.9. (Topology for affine semi-topological algebraic sets) Let X ⊆ AnS be an affine semi-
topological algebraic set over S. For an open set U ⊆ S, f ∈ K[X](U) condensed, the principal
open set defined by f is the set
D(f) := X(U)− Z(f)
where Z(f) := {(s, x) ∈ X(U)|fs(x) = 0} is the zero set of f over U . Then the collection of all sets
of the form D(f) forms a basis of a topology on X. We call the topology generated by this basis the
semi-topological Zariski topology of X.
4.1 Sheaves of semi-topological modules
Definition 4.10. (Affine localization) Given an affine semi-topological algebraic set X over S and
a presheaf M of K[X]-modules on S. Let U ⊆ S be an open set. For p ∈ π−1(U), let
m[p](U) := {f ∈ K[X](U)|f(p) 6= 0, f condensed}
then mp(U) is a multiplicative system. Define
M[p](U) := (m[p](U))
−1M(U)
the localization of M(U) with respect to m[p](U).
Then M[p] is a presheaf on S which is called the localization of M at p.
We write (M[p])π(p) for the stalk of M[p] at π(p) ∈ S.
Definition 4.11. (Bivariant sheaves) Let X be a semi-topological scheme over S. A bivariant sheaf
F on X is an assignment such that
1. F (U) is a sheaf for all U open in X. Let rUVW : F (U)(V ) → F (U)(W ) be the restriction
map where W ⊆ V are open sets in π(U).
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2. For any U ′ ⊆ U open sets of X, there exists restriction map rUU ′V : F (U)(V ) → F (U ′)(V )
such that the following diagram commutes:
F (U)(V )
rUVW
//
rUU
′
V

F (U)(W )
rUU
′
W

F (U ′)(V )
rU
′
VW
// F (U ′)(W )
where W ⊆ V are open sets in π(U ′).
Definition 4.12. Suppose that M is a presheaf of K[X]-modules on S. Let V ⊆ X, U ⊆ S be open
sets. Let M˜(V )(U) be the collection of all functions σ : V ∩ π−1(U)→∐p∈V ∩π−1(U)(M[p])π(p) such
that each of them satisfies the following conditions
1. σ(p) ∈ (M[p])π(p) for each p ∈ V ∩ π−1(U);
2. there exists open covering V ∩π−1(U) = ∪iWi, fi ∈ K[X](π(Wi)) condensed , 0 /∈ fi(Wi), ai ∈
M(π(Wi)) such that σ(q) =
ai
fi
∈M[q](π(Wi)) if q ∈Wi.
We call M˜ the presheaf of sheaves on X associated to M . If M is an almost sheaf of K[X]-modules,
then we call M˜ the almost sheaf of sheaves on X associated to M . If M is a sheaf, then M˜ is a
bivariant sheaf.
Definition 4.13. (Structure sheaves) Let X be an affine semi-topological algebraic set over S.
Define OX := A˜K[X] which is called the bivariant structure sheaf of X. If M is an almost sheaf of
K[X]-modules, then A˜M is called the bivariant sheaf of OX-modules associated to M .
Remark 4.14. All presheaves on a condensed space are almost sheaves. We have the following
two functors:
A : Cat(AshK[X]−mod)→ Cat(AK[X]−mod)
˜: Cat(AK[X]−mod)→ Cat(BShOX −mod)
where Cat(AshK[X]−mod) is the category of almost sheaves of sheaves of K[X]-modules, Cat(AK[X]−
mod) is the category of sheaves of AK[X]-modules, and Cat(BShOX −mod) is the category of bi-
variant sheaves of OX-modules.
Definition 4.15. (Almost Noetherian space) Let S be a condensed space and π : X→ S a space over
S. The space X is said to be an almost Noetherian space if for any chain of open sets U1 ⊆ U2 ⊆ · · · ,
there is a set A ⊆ S of measure zero and a number N such that UN − π−1(A) = UN+k − π−1(A)
for all k > 0.
Proposition 4.16. Suppose that X ⊆ AnS is an affine semi-topological algebraic set over S, then X
is almost Noetherian.
Proof. Let P : C [x1, ..., xn]→ K[X] be the natural quotient map. First we note that K[X] has the
almost ascending chain property, i.e., for any open set U ⊆ S, if
I1 ⊆ I2 ⊆ · · ·
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is a chain of condensed ideals of K[X](U), since I(X)(U) is almost Groebner,
P−1(I1) ⊆ P−1(I2) ⊆ P−1(I3) ⊆ · · ·
is a chain of almost Groebner ideals in C [x1, ..., xn](U), hence by the almost ascending chain
property, the chain almost stabilizes at some N and so is the chain in K[X](U).
If
D(f1) ⊆ ∪2i=1D(fi) ⊆ ∪3i=1D(fi) ⊆ · · ·
is a chain of open sets in X where fi ∈ K[X](S −Ai) where Ai is of measure zero, we get a chain
< f1|S−A >⊆< {fi|S−A}2i=1 >⊆< {fi|S−A}3i=1 >⊆ · · ·
in K[X](S − A) where A = ∪iAi. Then by the almost ascending chain property of K[X], the
sequence almost stabilizes at some N .
Since the semi-topological Zariski topology of X is generated by sets of the form D(fi), an open
set U ⊆ X can be written as
U = ∪∞i=1D(fi)
for countably many fi. Then
D(f1) ⊆ ∪2i=1D(fi) ⊆ ∪3i=1D(fi) ⊆ · · ·
and hence U =a ∪Ni=1D(fi) for some N .
Hence without loss of generality, it is enough to consider chains of open sets of X of the form
D(f1) ⊆ ∪2i=1D(fi) ⊆ ∪3i=1D(fi) ⊆ · · ·
but then by previous argument, we know that this sequence almost stabilizes at some N . Hence X
is almost Noetherian.
Proposition 4.17. Let X be an affine semi-topological algebraic set over a condensed space S and
M an almost sheaf of K[X]-modules. Then
1. For p ∈ X, the stalk (M˜ )p is isomorphic to the stalk (M[p])π(p) as a (K[X][p])π(p)-module.
2. If f ∈ K[X] is condensed, then Mf ∼=a M˜(D(f)) as almost sheaves of K[X]f -modules.
3. In particular, M ∼=a M˜(X) as almost sheaves of K[X]-modules.
Proof. 1. For σ ∈ (M˜)p, there exists a neighborhood U ⊆ X of p such that σ ∈ M˜(U). Define
ϕ(σ) = σ(p), then we get a well defined (K[X][p])π(p)-homomorphism ϕ : (M˜ )p → (M[p])π(p).
To prove that ϕ is surjective, consider α ∈ (M[p])π(p). Then α = af in a neighborhood W ⊆ S
of π(p) where a ∈ M(W ), f ∈ K[X](W ), f(p) 6= 0, f condensed on W . Hence D(f) ⊆ X is a
neighborhood of p and a
f
∈ M˜(D(f)) which implies a
f
∈ (M˜)p and hence ϕ( af ) = α. To show
that ϕ is injective, we assume that σ, η ∈ (M˜)p such that σ(p) = η(p). Then we may take a
neighborhood U ⊆ X of p such that σ = a
f
, η = b
g
in M˜(U) where a, b ∈M(U), f, g ∈ m[p](U).
Then there is h ∈ m[p](U) such that h(ag − bf) = 0 which implies that af = bg in the
neighborhood W ′ = D(f) ∩D(g) ∩D(h) of p. Then σ = η in M˜(W ) and therefore σ = η in
(M˜ )p.
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2. Let U be an open subset of S and f ∈ K[X](U) condensed in U . If η = a
fk
∈M(U)f for some
a ∈M(U), η induces an element η˜ ∈ M˜(D(f))(U) that assigns each p ∈ D(f) ∩ π−1(U), the
element a
fk
∈ (M[p])π(p). Define ψ :M(U)f → M˜(D(f))(U) by sending η to η˜.
Suppose that ψ( a
fk
) = ψ( b
f l
). Then a
fk
= b
f l
∈ (M[p])π(p) for p ∈ D(f) ∩ π−1(U). So there
is an open neighborhood V ⊆ U of π(p) such that a
fk
= b
f l
in M[p](V ). And hence there is
h ∈ m[p](V ) such that h(f la− fkb) = 0 in M(V ). Let
A = {g ∈ K[X](V )|g condensed , g(f la− fkb) = 0}
and I be the ideal of K[X](V ) generated by A . Since for any q ∈ D(f |V ), there is g ∈ A
such that g(q) 6= 0. Therefore V (I) ∩ D(f |V ) = ∅. We have f(V (I)) = 0. Since I is a
condensed ideal, by Hilbert Nullstellensatz, f |NV ∈a A . Hence fN(f la − fkb) =a 0 in M(V )
which implies that a
fk
=a
b
f l
in M(U)f . This proves that ψ is almost injective.
Let σ ∈ M˜(D(f))(U). Then there exists open cover {Vi} of D(f) such that on Vi, σ|Vi = aigi
where gi ∈ K[X](π(Vi)) is not vanishing in Vi and condensed in π(Vi). Hence Vi ⊆ D(gi). Since
the semi-topological Zariski topology of X is generated by principal open sets, we may assume
Vi = D(hi) for some hi ∈ K[X](U) where hi is condensed in π(U). Then D(hi) ⊆ D(gi), we
have hi ∈ √< gi > for each i. So hmi = cgi for some c ∈ C [x1, ..., xn](U) and aigi =
cai
hmi
.
Replacing hi by h
m
i and ai by cai, we may assume that D(f) is covered by the open subsets
D(hi), and that σ is represented by
ai
hi
in D(hi).
Since X is almost Noetherian, we may assume that D(f) is almost covered by D(h1), ...,D(ht)
where each hi ∈ K[X](W ).
On D(hi) ∩ D(hj) = D(hihj), aihi and
aj
hj
both represent σ. Applying the injectivity proved
above, we have ai
hi
=
aj
hj
in M(π(D(hihj)))hihj . Therefore, there is m ∈ N such that
(hihj)
m(hjai − hiaj) = 0 which implies hm+1j (hmi ai) − hm+1i (hmj aj) = 0. If we replace ai by
hmi ai and hi by h
m+1
i , then on D(hi), σ is again represented by
ai
hi
and we have hjai = hiaj
on D(hi) ∩D(hj).
Let J =< h1, ..., ht >⊆ K[X](W ) be the condensed ideal generated by h1, ..., ht. Since
D(f |W ) ⊆ ∪ti=1D(hi), so f |W ∈
√
J this implies that fm|W =
∑t
i=1 bihi for some bi ∈
K[X](W ). Let a =
∑t
i=1 biai ∈ K[X](W ). Then onD(hj), hja =
∑t
i=1 bihjai =
∑t
i=1 bihiaj =
fm|W aj. So
a
fm|W =
aj
hj
on D(hj). Since
a
fm|W
∈M(W )f , this shows that ψ is almost surjective.
3. For any U ⊆ S open, by result above, we have M˜(X)(U) = M˜ (π−1(U))(U) ∼= M(U) and
hence M is almost isomorphic to M˜(X) as K[X]-modules.
If M is an almost sheaf, and α ∈M(U), we write [α] for the class of α in AM(U).
Lemma 4.18. Suppose that M is an almost sheaf of K[X]-modules over a condensed space S where
X is a semi-topological algebraic set. Then A (M˜) ∼= A˜M .
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Proof. For any [σ] ∈ A (M˜)(U), there is an open cover (U) = ∪iVi, U − A = ∪i(Vi − A), and
ai ∈ M(π(Vi)), fi ∈ K[X](π(Vi)), 0 /∈ fi(Vi) such that σ(p) = aifi ∈ (M[p])π(p) for p ∈ Vi. We define
σ′(p) = [ai]
fi
∈ ((A M)[p])π(p). Then σ′ ∈ A˜M(U). Not difficult to check the assignment σ 7→ σ′
defines an isomorphism
A (M˜)→ A˜M
Corollary 4.19. Suppose X is a semi-topological algebraic set over S. Then AM ∼= A˜M (X).
Proof. Since M ∼=a M˜(X), AM ∼= A M˜(X) ∼= A˜M(X).
4.2 Bivariant coherent sheaves
Definition 4.20. Let X be an affine semi-topological algebraic set over S, and F a sheaf of OX-
modules. We say that F is quasi-coherent if X can be covered by affine open subsets Ui such that
for each i, A˜M i ∼= F |Ui where Mi is an almost sheaf of K[Ui]-module. We say that F is coherent
if furthermore each Mi can be taken to be an almost sheaf of finitely generated K[Ui]-module.
We denote by A S (X) the category of associated sheaves of almost sheaves of finitely generated
K[X]-modules and CS (X) the category of bivariant coherent sheaves of OX-modules.
Proposition 4.21. Let X,Y be affine semi-topological algebraic sets over a condensed space S.
1. The map AM → A˜M is an exact fully faithful functor from A S (X) to C S (X).
2. If M,N are K[X]-modules, then (M ⊗K[X] N )˜ ∼= M˜ ⊗OX N˜ .
3. If {Mi} is any family of OX-modules, then (
⊕
Mi)˜ ∼=
⊕
M˜i.
Proof. A morphism of K[X]-modules ϕ : AM → AN induces maps ϕ[p] : AM[p] → AN[p] for each
p ∈ X where on each open set U ⊆ S, ϕ[p],U( [a]f ) = ϕU ([a])f for [a]f ∈ AM[p](U). It therefore induces
a map in the stalk ϕ[p],π(p) : (AM[p])π(p) → (AN[p])π(p) and hence a map
ϕ˜ : A˜M → A˜N
Hence the map
˜: A S (X)→ CS (X)
defined by
AM 7→ A˜M
is a functor.
It has an inverse functor Γ : C S (X)→ A S (X) defined by
F 7→ A F (X)
and
Γ : HomOX(A˜ M, A˜N)→ HomAK[X](A M,AN)
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defined by
Γ(ψ) = A ψX
where we use the identification A˜M(X) ∼= AM, A˜N(X) ∼= AN and ψX : A˜M(X) → A˜N(X) is
the homomorphism of ψ on X. Therefore the functor˜is fully faithful. The exactness follows from
the exactness of localization.
Definition 4.22. Let X,Y be two semi-topological algebraic sets over a condensed space S. A
semi-topological K-morphism is a pair
(ψ, φ) : (X,K[X])→ (Y,K[Y])
which satisfy the following properties:
1. ψ : X→ Y is continuous and the following diagram commutes
X
ψ
//

❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
Y
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
S
2. φ : K[Y]→ K[X] is a morphism of almost sheaves such that φ(mY[ψ(p)](U)) ⊆ mX[p](U) for any
open sets U ⊆ S
The following proof was suggested by Li Li.
Proposition 4.23. Suppose that X,Y are affine semi-topological algebraic sets over S and (ψ, φ) :
(X,K[X])→ (Y,K[Y]) is a semi-topological K-morphism.
1. If N is a presheaf of K[X]-modules and p ∈ X, then N ⊗K[X] K[X][p] ∼= N[p] as presheaves of
K[X]-modules.
2. If M is a presheaf of K[Y]-module, then (AM ⊗A K[Y] AK[X])[p] ∼= AM ⊗A K[Y] AK[X][p].
3. Let N be a presheaf of K[X]-modules. Consider N[p] as a presheaf of K[Y]-modules through
φ, then ((N[p])[q])π2(q)
∼= (N[p])π1(p) as presheaves of K[Y][p]-modules.
4. IfM is an almost sheaf of K[Y]-modules, then ϕ∗(A˜M) ∼= ˜(A M ⊗AK[Y] AK[X]) ∼= ˜A (M ⊗K[Y] K[X]).
5. If N is a presheaf of K[X]-modules, let YN denote N as a presheaf of K[Y]-modules through
ϕ, then ψ∗A˜N ∼= ˜(YAN).
Proof. 1. Define a presheaf morphism ϕ : N×K[X][p] → N[p] by assigning every open set U ⊆ S,
a homomorphism ϕU : (N ×K[X][p])(U)→ N[p](U) which is defined by
(
f
g
, b) 7→ fb
g
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where f
g
∈ K[X][p](U), b ∈ M(U). Since ϕU is K[X](U)-linear, by the universal property of
tensor product, we get a map
ϕ′U : (N ⊗K[X] K[X][p])(U)→ N[p](U)
and hence a morphism
ϕ′ : N ⊗K[X] K[X][p] → N[p]
of K[X][p]-modules. By [?, Proposition 3.5], ϕ′U is an isomorphism of K[X][p](U)-modules for
all U and hence ϕ′ is a presheaf isomorphism of K[X][p]-modules.
2. By (1), (AM ⊗AK[Y] AK[X])[p] ∼= (AM ⊗AK[Y] AK[X]) ⊗AK[X] AK[X][p] ∼= AM ⊗AK[Y]
(AK[X]⊗AK[X] AK[X][p]) ∼= AM ⊗AK[Y] AK[X][p]
3. Define ψ : ((N[p])[q])π2(q) → (N[p])π1(p) by
a
f
g
7→ a
φ(g)f
for a
f
∈ N[p](U) and g ∈ mY[q](U) for some U ⊆ S a neighborhood of q. This map is clearly an
isomorphism.
4. ϕ∗(A˜M)p = (ϕ
−1A˜M⊗ϕ−1OYOX)p ∼= (AM[q])π(q)⊗(AK[Y][q])pi(q)(AK[X][p])π(p) ∼= (AM[q])π(q)⊗(AK[Y][q])pi(q)
((A K[X][p])[q])π(q) ∼= ((A M ⊗AK[Y] AK[X][p])[q])π(q) ∼= (((A M ⊗A K[Y] AK[X])[p])[q])π(q) ∼=
((A M ⊗AK[Y] AK[X])[p])π(p) ∼= ( ˜AM ⊗A K[Y] AK[X])p for each p ∈ X.
5. (ψ∗A˜N)(Y) = A˜N(ψ−1(Y)) = A˜N(X) ∼=Y AN = ˜(YAN)(Y), hence ψ∗A˜N ∼=Y AN .
Definition 4.24. Let X be a semi-topological over a condensed space S, and F a sheaf on X. We
say that α ∈ F (U) is almost zero, denoted by α =a 0, if there is a set A ⊆ S of measure zero such
that α|U−π−1(A) = 0. And we write β ∈a F (U) if there is a set B ⊆ S of measure zero such that
β ∈ F (U − π−1(B)).
Proposition 4.25. Let F be a quasi-coherent sheaf on an affine semi-topological algebraic set X
over S. Then the restriction map from F (U) to F (U −A) where A is a set of measure zero is an
isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose that X is covered by Ui and F |Ui ∼= A˜ N i. Let A be a set of measure zero. Since
U − A = ∪i(U ∩ Ui − A), F (U ∩ Ui −A) = A˜ N i(U ∩ Ui − A). From the following commutative
diagram
F (U ∩ Ui)
∼=
//

A˜ N i(U ∩ Ui)
∼=

F (U ∩ Ui −A)
∼=
// A˜ N i(U ∩ Ui −A)
we see that the restriction from F (U ∩ Ui) to F (U ∩ Ui − A) is an isomorphism. And these
isomorphisms patch an isomorphism between F (U) and F (U −A).
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Remark 4.26. 1. If M is a presheaf of K[X]-modules generated by global sections, then AM
is a finitely generated AK[X]-module.
2. A AM ∼= AM .
We have develop enough machinery such that the proof of the following result is similar to [7,
Lemma 5.3].
Lemma 4.27. Let X be an affine condensed scheme over S, f ∈ K[X](S) condensed, and let F be
a quasi-coherent sheaf on X.
1. If α ∈ Γ(X,F ) whose restriction to D(f) is 0, then for some n > 0, fnα =a 0.
2. Suppose that α ∈ F (D(f)), then for some n > 0, there is an almost global section β ∈a F (X)
such that β|D(f) = fnα.
Proposition 4.28. Suppose that X is an affine semi-topological algebraic set over S. Then a
bivariant sheaf F of OX-modules is quasi-coherent if and only if for every affine open subset U ⊆ X,
there is an almost sheaf of K[U ]-modules M such that F |U ∼= A˜M . Furthermore, F is bivariant
coherent if and only the same is true, with the extra condition that M is an almost sheaf of finitely
generated K[U ]-modules.
Proof. As in the proof above, we may cover X by finitely many D(gi) where gi ∈ K [X](S) such
that F |D(gi) ∼= A˜ N i. By Lemma above, F |D(gi) ∼= A M gi , hence we get an isomorphism ϕi :
A M gi → A N i. Since A˜ M gi ∼= A˜ M |D(gi), we get an isomorphism
ϕ˜i : A˜ M → F |D(gi)
These isomorphisms patch together to give us an isomorphism
ϕ˜ : A˜ M → F
Corollary 4.29. Suppose that X is an affine condensed scheme over S. The functor M 7→ M˜ is
an equivalence of categories between the category of sheaves of K[X]-modules and the category of
bivariant quasi-coherent sheaves. Its inverse is given by F 7→ F (X). The same functors gives an
equivalence of categories between the category of sheaves of finitely generated K[X]-modules and the
category of bivariant coherent sheaves.
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